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A family tradition

Fruit delicacies from Darbo

Only the finest fruits
The Darbo family began making preserves, syrups and fine liquors

The success seen in Austria was confirmation that the company was

Production of our fine fruit creations starts in the place where the best

added to round off the flavour. This gentle preparation method

from various types of fruit back in 1879. Produced in a small ‘fruit

on the right path, which led Darbo to begin looking beyond national

fruits grow. Regardless of whether the fruit is picked in the country-

ensures the preservation of the fruit’s natural aroma.

steamery’ in the former Austrian town of Görz, these multi-award

borders. It soon became clear, however, that operations at the cur-

side or harvested in the fields, it is at this point that we decide

Carefully bottled and lovingly packed, Darbo‘s fine All Natural

winning delicacies bear testimony to the fact that the Darbo name

rent location lacked the capacity to supply new markets. Following

which fruits are good enough for Darbo’s products. The choice of

preserves enhance breakfast buffets everywhere.

has been synonymous with the careful and loving processing of fruit

intensive planning, another plant was opened in Stans in 1993. The

which type of fruit to grow, the conditions in which they are cultivated

since its early days. This philosophy has resulted in the growth of

company became increasingly successful as retailers abroad began to

and tended, and their harvesting when perfectly ripe, are all of critical

A wonderful range of products

a company that is renowned and highly reputed both locally and

sell Darbo’s fine preserves, honeys and syrups. In the mid-1990s, the

importance. This explains why Darbo insists on extra-soft

In addition to its All Natural preserves, Darbo offers a wide assort-

internationally.

company developed the idea of producing fruit preserves for dairies,

and full-flavoured apricots, or wild cranberries and bilberries,

ment of products for catering establishments and hotels. Our

bakeries and confectioners and, as a result, Darbo’s fine fruits found

for example.

attractive display stands will make your breakfast buffet an attractive

their way into jam doughnuts and fruit yoghurt.

Decades of experience and trusting relationships with suppliers puts us

and sophisticated culinary experience for your guests. The following

in an advantageous position for purchasing high-quality fruits. This is

pages will give you an overview of our range, and provide you with
plenty of valuable ideas for enhancing your breakfast buffet.

However, as the First World War broke out in Europe, the proudly
run fruit steamery suffered significant damage and many years of
hard work were destroyed. In the end, the family had no choice but

In 2009, after running the company for several decades,

how we can be sure that our range of exquisite fruit creations originates

to leave Görz and settle in the Tyrolean town of Stans. Despite these

Klaus Darbo handed over the reins to his son Martin, who is now the

from the best fruit-growing regions in the world.

bitter setbacks, the family quickly rebuilt the company and continued

fifth generation of the family to manage the firm, with the help of

their focus on making fine preserves and bottling honey.

his uncle Adolf.

The company was helped on its way by a slight increase in tourism

Preparation of our All Natural preser ves

After harvesting, the fruit is cleaned, cored and hulled, and any stems

in Tyrol back in the 1920s. This gave visitors from near and far the

Today, Darbo is a renowned medium-sized family company, who-

and leaves are removed along with any stones. The fruit is deep-

chance to enjoy Darbo‘s delicacies for themselves. Encouraged by

se three sites in Tyrol produce high-quality products for food

frozen and kept in ‘cold hibernation’, so that there is always a

increasing demand, the family decided to build a new plant in the

retailers, catering establishments and hotels, as well as for food

sufficient quantity of apricots, strawberries and raspberries available

1950s, and the number of private households consuming Darbo

processing companies.

outside the harvesting period. The Darbo All Natural preserves are
prepared using a traditional process that we have used for several

products grew considerably. Gradually, Darbo was able to increase
its market share in both the food retail and catering sectors, ex-

The EMAS-registered company has a quality management and envi-

decades. While the fruit is heated carefully, granulated sugar and

pand its product range and become the market leader in Austria for

ronment in place and has been IFS Food, ISO 9001:2008 and ISO

pectin are added and the mixture stirred gently until the optimum

preserves and honey – thanks in no small measure to the loyalty of

14001:2004-certified for many years.

fruit and sugar balance is obtained. Concentrated lemon juice is

its customers.
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Treat your guests
to the best
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Darbo Fruit Spread and Honey
25 g individual portions, box of 100 portions
A good morning starts with a good breakfast. Darbo provides practical, individual portions of
different fruit spreads and honey for your buffet. Whether your guests like traditional flavours such
as apricot, strawberry or raspberry, prefer to start their day with a blueberry or peach spread, or opt
for sweet honey, Darbo is guaranteed to be a good choice.

Darbo All Natural Preserves
450 g jar
Darbo All Natural Preserves are based on an old family recipe. Ever since we began, we have used

Darbo All Natural Preserves

only high-quality fruits that we heat and stir gently, thereby helping to preserve the fruit’s natural

3 kg can

aroma. The high fruit content also ensures that our preserves provide an unforgettable taste
experience. Fruit, sugar, concentrated lemon juice and the gelling agent pectin ensure that our All

Darbo All Natural Preserves from the 3 kg large tin allow you to pamper your guests in style and

Natural Preserves are produced in line with our philosophy: Darbo All Natural contains nothing

tempt them out of bed even earlier.

but natural products.

Darbo Fruit Spread
Darbo All Natural Preserves

2 kg, 5 kg and 13,3 kg tubs

640 g decorative jar
If you simply can’t get enough of Darbo Fruit Spreads, our large tubs are the perfect solution. These
The best hotels serve only the best at breakfast time – Darbo All Natural Preserves in decorative jars.

Fruit Spreads, whether finely sieved or containing pieces of fruit, are not only essential ingredients

And not only do these preserves taste delicious, they also look wonderful on your breakfast buffet thanks

on any breakfast buffet, but are also perfect for pastry chefs to conjure up delicious desserts and

to our extremely attractive glass jars with a fruit design.

sweets, or add the finishing touch to cakes and pastries.

Darbo All Natural Preserves and Darbo Honey

Low-calorie and Low-sugar Fruit Spreads
and Preserves

28 g mini jar, box of 60
In addition to the standard product range, Darbo provides catering establishments with a variety
Darbo All Natural Preserves are available in attractive mini jars produced especially for the catering

of low-sugar and low-calorie fruit spreads, preserves and jams, available in sizes ranging from the

industry. These mini jars make sure your guests get maximum enjoyment. The range of preserves is

sophisticated mini jar to the practical 5 kg tub. These products are made to special recipes in

also rounded off by a fine blossom honey.

which granulated sugar is replaced by sorbitol syrup sweetener. These low-sugar and low-calorie
alternatives are produced with the same attention and care as Darbo’s traditional product range.

–
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Darbo Honey
500 g jar
Honey fans will be spoilt for choice with the wide range of Darbo honeys. Each variety has its
individual characteristic flavour – including mild, mellow, flowery, sweet, tangy and bitter. Several
decades of experience in the selection, procurement and bottling of honey makes Darbo a reliable
choice.

Darbo Lingonberries
Venison and Viennese schnitzel are two of the best traditional Austrian dishes, and there’s no better

Darbo Honey

way to accompany them than with Darbo lingonberries. The world‘s best lingonberries grow wild

300 g dispenser

in Scandinavia, and only selected fruits from this region make the grade as Darbo lingonberries.
Whether as a compote or a fruit spread, the tangy flavour of Darbo lingonberries gives a special

Our Austrian honey in the practical serving dispenser adds a welcome sweet touch to any breakfast.

finishing touch to delicious meat dishes, desserts and traditional pastries.

Easy to use, the dispenser guarantees a spotlessly clean breakfast table. Choose between pure Austrian
blossom honey and the blended Austrian forest and blossom honey.
This product is only available in Austria.

Darbo Plum Dessert
4,45 kg can

Darbo Honey

Darbo Plum Dessert is a real delicacy – and no wonder, with a fruit content of 85 %. The fruit used

500 g dispenser

to make Darbo Plum Dessert is selected and processed with particular care, guaranteeing a unique
flavour experience. Darbo Plum Dessert are a delicious dessert and the perfect accompaniment

Our practical 500 g honey dispensers are guaranteed easy and clean to use, which makes them the

to traditional sweet dishes such as ‘Kaiserschmarrn’ pancakes. They can also be used for adding a

ideal solution for your breakfast buffet. Choose either a fine blend of forest and blossom honey, or

special touch to creative desserts.

pure blossom honey. Matching wooden and acrylic display stands also create an attractive feature on
your breakfast buffet.

Darbo Syrup
0,5 l glass bottle

Darbo Honey
2,75 kg can

Darbo Fruit, Herb and Blossom Syrups guarantee intense enjoyment when diluted (we recommend
using 1 part syrup to 5 parts water).

Fine Darbo honey is a treat for all connoisseurs, and our large honey cans are no exception.

Your guests are sure to discover more than just one favourite among Darbo‘s wide variety of syrups.

Our honey not only adds a wonder fully sweet touch to any breakfast, but can also be used for

Thanks to the high content of premium fruits, herbs and blossoms that go into our syrups, they are

imaginative recipes, such as honey-roasted duck or spiced honey gingerbread.

also extremely popular among barkeepers for mixing sophisticated cocktails.

This product is only available in Austria.

–
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Gartenland Fruit Spread
5 kg and 12,5 kg tubs

Gartenland Fruit Spread
25 g individual portions, box of 100 portions

Different varieties of Gartenland Fruit Spreads are also available in large tubs and can be used both
on the breakfast buffet and as an ingredient in cakes, desserts and pastries.

In the entry-level price class, we offer different varieties of Gartenland Fruit Spreads.

Gartenland Honey

Gartenland Low-calorie Fruit Spread

20 g individual portions, box of 100 portions

20 g individual portions, box of 100 portions

Your breakfast buffet isn‘t complete without honey, which is why the Gartenland Fruit Spreads are

Our Gartenland Fruit Spreads also available in a variety pack of Low-calorie Fruit Spreads in which

complemented with entry-level price Garten-land honey in practical individual portions.

the recipe‘s sugar content has been replaced by sorbitol syrup sweetener.

Gartenland Fruit Spread

Gartenland Cranberr y & Lingonberr y Compote

25 g individual portions, box contains 4 x 100 portions

4,6 kg can

(1 box of each flavour: strained apricot, strawberry, sour cherry and strained redcurrant)

This delicious compote is perfect as an accompaniment for game and traditional Viennese schnitzel,
and can also be used to add a sophisticated touch to various desserts and sweet dishes.

This practical variety pack contains the most popular Gartenland Fruit Spreads so that you never
run out of your guests’ favourite flavours.

–
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Carnella Meat Spreads
24 g individual portions, box of 60 portions
These delicate meat spreads add variety to your breakfast buffet and also appeal to guests who prefer
a more savoury start to the day. We also supply attractive wooden or acrylic stands for this product
line, creating an impressive display and allowing guests to find their favourite spread easily.

–
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Display stands

NOT JUST DE LICIOUS.
ATTRACTIVE, TOO.

Breakfast is often the only meal that guests eat at your establishment, which means that it‘s important to
create both a professional and competent impression early in the morning. This is exactly what our variety
of tasteful display stands enable you to do. They‘re not only elegant, but are also extremely practical. With
these stands, you will be set up to ensure guests enjoy a relaxed breakfast in a stylish ambience.

–
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Display stands

TH E WOODE N COLLECTION

The elegant wooden display stands from Darbo transform your breakfast buffet into a real feast for the eyes.
The refined white of the display stands matches the ceramic tableware on the buffet to give a harmonious
appearance. The display stands also have the advantage of being extremely functional: The metal edging
protects the display stands against damage, and the special varnish finish allows them to be wiped clean easily.
By using a base, the wooden pedestals can be transformed into a tiered display quickly and easily. The display
stands are supplied with sturdy food-grade plastic spoons in a matching colour. Some wooden display stands
are designed to accommodate bilingual labels.

–
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Display stands
TH E WOODE N COLLECTION

Wooden display stand for 450 g preserves

Tiered display for 6 x 450 g preserves, consisting of

(Art. No. 045363)

2 wooden display stands (Art. No. 045363) and a base*
(Art. No. 045363001)

Wooden display stand for 500 g honey

Tiered display for 6 x 500 g honey, consisting of

(Art. No. 045363)

2 wooden display stands (Art. No. 045363) and a base*
(Art. No. 045363001)

Wooden display stand for ceramic pots of fruit spreads

Tiered display for 6 ceramic pots, consisting of

from large tubs (Art. No. 045356)

2 wooden display stands (Art. No. 045356) and a base*
(Art. No. 045356001)

–
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Display stands
TH E WOODE N COLLECTION

* Base for tiered display: Some display stands (see above and
below) can be transformed into a tiered display for 6 pots or
jars by using a matching base.

Ceramic pot
Available for various products

Plastic spoon for the breakfast buffet (Art. No. 045318)

Wooden display stand for acrylic pots of fruit spreads from

Tiered display for 6 acrylic pots, consisting of

large tubs (Art. No. 045387)

2 wooden display stands (Art. No. 045387) and a base*
(Art. No. 045387001)

Wooden display stand for 640 g honey

Tiered display for 6 decorative jars, consisting of

(Art. No. 045387)

2 wooden display stands (Art. No. 045387) and a base*
(Art. No. 045387001)

–
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Display stands
TH E WOODE N COLLECTION

Wooden display stand for 28 g mini jars or 14 g and 25 g

Wooden display stand for Carnella meat spreads

individual portions (Art. No. 045332)

(Art. No. 045349)

Wooden display stand for 300 g and 500 g honey dispensers

Wooden label holder – a flexible, space-saving solution

(Art. No. 045370)

without wooden display stands
(Art. No. 045394)

–
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Display stands

TH E ACRYLIC COLLECTION

Besides the sophisticated wooden collection, Darbo also provides neutral, transparent acrylic display stands
for its varied product range. These are perfect for any brea fast buffet and allow products to be displayed
clearly. As well as an impressively stylish design, these stands have a very easy-to-clean surface, which means
they‘ll be as popular with your staff as they are with your guests. The tiered displays are ideal for establishments that want to offer their guests a particularly wide range of our products on the breakfast buffet.
Certain table display stands in the acrylic collection have been designed to accommodate bilingual labels.

–
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Display stands
TH E ACRYLIC COLLECTION

Acrylic display stand for 640 g decorative jars

Acrylic display stand for 6 x 640 g decorative jars

(Art. No. 039232)

(Art. No. 044427)

Acrylic display stand for 450 g preserves 500 g honey

Acrylic display stand for 6 x 450 g preserves or 6 x 500 g

(Art. No. 041624)

honey (Art. No. 045233)

Wooden display stand for acrylic pots of fruit spreads from

Acrylic display stand for 6 acrylic pots of fruit spreads from

large tubs (Art. No. 039232)

large tubs (Art. No. 044427 )
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Display stands
TH E ACRYLIC COLLECTION

Acrylic display stand for 28 g mini jars or 14 g and 25 g

Acrylic display stand for Carnella meat spreads

individual portions (Art. No. 038754)

(Art. No. 041631)

Acrylic display stand for 300 g honey dispenser
(Art. No. 041617)

Acrylic display stand for 500 g honey dispenser

This product is only available in Austria.

(Art. No. 044908)

Acrylic display stand for 0.5 l syrups

Acrylic pot (Art. No. 045301)

(Art. No. 040726)

with lid (Art. No. 045301001)

29
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Display stands

TH E M ETAL COLLECTION
The range of Darbo display stands comprises two metal models for Darbo 28 g min jars and for 14 g or
25 g individual portions. Both of these metal display stands are perfect for displaying our products on the
breakfast table and for room service.

Table-top display stand for 28 g mini jars
(Art. No. 033377)

Table-top display stand for 14 g and 25 g individual
portions (Art. No. 051128)

–
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Darbo services
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YOUR LOGO ON OUR
M I N I JARS

YOUR STICKE R ON
DECORATIVE JARS

Everything we do, we do with great attention to detail. We produce the

Do you want to make a lasting impression on your guests? If so, why

delicious preserves and you provide us with your name or logo to be

not give them a decorative jar bearing an individual message when they

printed on the lid. Darbo All Natural Preserves in attractive mini jars with

leave? We would be pleased to provide you with customised stickers for

printed logos are ideal for customers who attach great importance to the

our decorative jars, bearing your own logo or message.

smallest details. Take advantage of our service and give your company‘s
unique image a boost.

These services are subject to a certain minimum order volume. Our team will be pleased to advise you.
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Notes

E-Mail: info@darbo.at, www.darbo.com

D1150_Br_EN_1016

A. Darbo AG, Dornau 18, A-6135 Stans / Tyrol, Austria, Tel.: +43 (0) 5242 6951-0, Fax: +43 (0) 5242 6951-72,

